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Research Abstract: 

This study ethnographically explores Albania’s perceived need to ballafaquar, or literally face 

head-on, the history and memory of state socialism as it constructs its own modern identity and 

future defined in relation to Europe, the Balkans, and the former Eastern Bloc.  

 

Nearly 27 years since its postsocialist transformation, Albania has begun to re-examine the 

historical, memorial, and material remains of its socialist period through the implementation of 

historical memory projects – often targeting youth (the first post-socialist generation). Designed 

by international, state, and local nongovernmental actors and influenced by extra-state actors 

such as donors and neighboring countries that have already gone through similar processes, these 

projects are heavily organized around an ethical and urgent imperative to address the crimes of 

the former regime and have become a site for attempts to cultivate values related to democracy, 

human rights, and transitional justice in Albania. In this study, I use ethnographic methods such 

as participant observation and semi-structured interviews to explore these projects, asking how 

the historical and memorial fabric of the socialist period mediates and is mediated by perceived 

notions of the present and the future amongst different actors, particularly youth.  

 

Research Goals:  

Nearly 27 years since its postsocialist transformation, Albania has only begun to examine and 

put into conversation its recent history with its present and future – opening the ‘secret police’ 

files of the former regime, crafting museums, updating classroom history textbooks, or even 

repurposing centers of communism as centers for contemporary youth. My dissertation follows 

these recent historical memory projects, many of which are framed ethically and directed 

towards today’s young generation of Albanians. I ask how the historical and memorial fabric of 

the socialist period mediates and is mediated by perceived notions of the present and the future 

amongst different actors, particularly youth. 
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To answer this question, my dissertation focuses on the following objectives, underneath which I 

include some guiding sub-questions: 

 

1. To examine the process that designers of historical memory projects undergo to create 

and implement projects 

a. What methodological and conceptual frameworks are being employed? 

b. How do designers arrive at a methodological and conceptual framework for their 

project? 

c. To what extent are these frameworks informed by variables like extra-state 

support, expert aid or guidance from neighboring countries that have undergone 

similar processes (such as opening their files), practice/application, and/or 

personal backgrounds of institutional staff? 

 

2. To understand the linkage between historical memory projects and state-/future-making 

practices 

a. What outcomes do project designers anticipate for their historical memory 

projects? How do other actors interpret the intended outcomes of that project?  

b. How are historical memory projects written about in social and news media? 

 

3. To understand how participating youth perceive these historical memory projects, as well 

as the socialist period in general, and if they relate either to their own lives/futures 

a. Do youth feel the need to face the past, particularly after participating in a 

project? 

b. To what extent do young people relate to the socialist period or feel that it is 

relevant today? 

c. Are youth thinking about the future? If so, in what capacity? What does it 

include? 

 

4. To understand how different groups – from institutional actors to youth – define and 

interact with the material legacies of the socialist period 

a. Do different actors draw links between certain places and/or objects and the 

socialist period today? Which places and/or objects? 

b. What terminology do they use to categorize and make sense of these places and/or 

objects? What informs their choice of that terminology?   

c. How do different groups act around places and/or objects that they identify as ‘of 

the socialist period’? 
 

In last three and a half months of my dissertation research, I chose to focus on the following sub-

objectives, each of which are linked to the main objectives listed above: 
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1. To continue participating in/observing historical memory projects and conduct 5 to 10 

interviews with project designers, contributing to objectives 1, 2, and 4 

2. To conduct 10-20 additional semi-structured interviews with participating youth, 

contributing to objectives 2 and 3 

3. To conduct additional walking interviews with youth, contributing to objectives 4 

4. To co-organize a collaborative workshop that invites young adults to interact with 

landscapes affectively tied to the socialist period and create visions for that site’s future, 

contributing to objectives 2 and 4 
 

Research Activities: 

During the last three and a half months of my dissertation fieldwork, I focused on gathering the 

last of my data through three different types of activities: participant observation, semi-structured 

and walking interviews, and a one-day workshop at the former labor camp of Spaç in Mirdita, 

Albania, with youth and former persecuted persons. This segment of research produced field 

notes from three events that I participated in/observed; twenty-five interview transcripts from 

semi-structured and walking interviews; and a variety of materials from the workshop, ranging 

from field notes to focus group data to worksheets filled out by the youth on-site. Below, I detail 

each activity and activity type in more detail.  

 

Participant-Observation 

I attended and participated in three different historical memory1 activities associated with the 

socialist period during this research phase: the second-annual commemoration ceremony for 

those who had lost their lives at the former internment camp of Tepelena titled Dita Muzeu 

Tepelena or “Tepelena Museum Day;” the second-annual two-day workshop on conducting 

research in and reporting on the archives of the former state security (sigurimi); and a short panel 

session both commemorating and presenting historic and memorial data on the seventieth 

anniversary of the anti-communist uprising of the Zhapokika movement. Because I focus more 

on interactive forms of historical memory projects in this study, I discuss the first two events in 

more detail below.  

 

                                                           
1 As Tanya Richardson points out in her book Kaleidoscopic Odessa, historical memory refers to a somewhat 

idealistic notion of a shared sense of historical continuity (2011:22) that stems from debates between collective 

memory first introduced by Halbwachs (1982) and independent memory. While I agree with her that it is necessary 

to move beyond such a notion of continuity, I still use the term ‘historical memory’ to describe the type of projects 

in Albania, at least in this phase of my study, as many of them take up the following as a key concern: creating a 

shared sense of history of the socialist period for the younger generation. I plan to re-assess this terminology in my 

dissertation.   
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The Tepelena Museum Day took place on August 23, the same date as the European Day of 

Remembrance for Victims of Stalinism and Nazism, in the former camp complex. The Authority 

for the Information on Documents of the Former State Security (Authority),2 along with other 

institutions,3 organized a full day of activities to commemorate those who had lost their lives at 

the former internment camp and to promote a plan to convert the complex into a museum. The 

formal portion of the day included a small scientific panel where historians introduced research 

on Tepelena Camp to an audience largely composed of former persecuted persons; lunch; and a 

ceremony, where prominent camp survivors were honored. From dusk onward, attendees had the 

option to watch and read oral history testimony, see the projection of what a camp dorm might 

have looked like, and sponsor one of the three hundred trees being planted in the center of the 

complex as a memorial to the children who had died at the camp. These last activities were 

followed by two rock bank performances, one of which is pictured below in Image 1.  

 

 
Image 1: A large group of young adults and families gather  

at the Tepelena Camp Memorial Day. They stayed on-site to  

witness two Albanian rock bands perform. 

 

I also had the opportunity to participate in a two-day workshop organized by a local NGO in 

partnership with the State Archives and the Authority as well as other institutions such as the 

Stasi Records Agency. Geared towards young researchers in the social sciences and journalists, 

the workshop focused on how to conduct and report on archival research. This workshop 

included presentations from representatives of the State Archive, the Authority, and the Stasi 

Records Agency as well as exercises on how to request documents from the Authority.   

                                                           
2 The Authority is the state institution created to assist the public in accessing the former state security files. 
3 This included Memo, the Institute for the Study of the Crimes and Consequences, the Institute of History, and the 

Institute for the Integration of Persecuted Persons, among others.  
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Semi-structured and Go-along Interviews: 

In addition to conducting participant-observation of historical memory projects, I undertook 

semi-structured and go-along, or walking, interviews (Kusenbach 2003), with two groups of 

people: young Albanians born following the socialist period as well as project designers and 

implementers from NGOs and international organizations. During this period, I conducted 

fourteen semi-structured interviews with youth who had participated in at least one project and 

eight with project planners. My interviews with youth touched on their personal reflections of the 

activity and its content as well as their general impressions of approaching the past and its 

relevance today. Interviews with project planners focused more on their methodological 

influences, intended outcomes, and how these projects fit into the other work they were doing in 

contemporary Albania. 

 

In September, I also conducted three additional follow-up interviews with youth, which took the 

form of a go-along interview. The go-along interview refers to a type of informal interview that 

is conducted in motion. For my study, I asked youth to guide me around Tirana to places that 

they felt or perceived to be representative of the socialist period. Through the process, we talked 

about a range of topics, almost all of which were initiated by the interviewee. Some interviewees 

even took pencil to paper, as depicted in Image 2 below, to help me see parts of Tirana that no 

longer existed.  

 

 

 
Image 2: This image depicts a young adult drawing a map  

Tirana’s urban design history on one of my walking interviews. 
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One-day Workshop in Spaç 

At the end of September, I collaborated with the local NGO Cultural Heritage without Borders-

Albania (CHwB) to create and implement a one-day workshop with young adults who had 

previously participated in a workshop focused on museum and cultural heritage interpretation at 

the former labor camp and prison of Spaç. Six young adults and three witnesses to Spaç’s 

history, from its time as a re-education unit to its most recent history of decline, were divided 

into groups of three and asked to create a rough concept for the site’s interpretation. We were 

guided by the following questions:  

 

1. In what ways is the past etched into particular landscapes, sometimes called ‘sites of 

memory’ or ‘sites of conscience’?  

2. What histories can and do the material ruins of historic sites communicate to visitors with 

different levels of knowledge about that site?  

3. How can multiple perspectives and interpretations of Spaç’s be communicated to those 

without an intimate knowledge of that site’s past? 

 

During the first two hours, groups explored the site, using a worksheet to record their 

observations of Spaç (See Image 3). After lunch, participants were given an additional hour and 

a half to work within their groups to generate a rough concept for a site interpretation plan – 

based on witness testimony and their experience of the site itself. Following group work, each 

group gave a 5-minute presentation on their ideas and their inspiration for those ideas. For the 

remainder of the activity, we reflected on the ideas presented, their visit to Spaç, and the activity 

itself.  

 
Image 3: Small groups of three – two youth and one former  

Persecuted person – explore the landscape of the former prison  

and labor camp of Spaç together. 
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Important Research Findings:  

 

Bringing Historical Memory to Life 

Many of the historical memory workshops that I followed emphasized the need to make the 

history and memory of the socialist period both tangible and interactive for the first post-socialist 

generation – who were commonly perceived by older generations to know little beyond their 

family’s experience of the former regime and to care even less about that past and any of its 

lingering consequences. Project designers used different methods to bring this topic to life, such 

as oral history testimony from former persecuted persons or skills-based training that provided 

youth with additional skills or networking opportunities. I demonstrate this through the two 

events presented in the research activity section of this report: the Tepelena Museum Day and the 

two-day workshop on how to use archives. 

 

The Tepelena Museum Day (N’Drite – In light, as it was later named) combined a number of 

different features. It was designed in part to commemorate children who had died at that camp in 

the 1940s and ‘50s through the construction of a memorial called Pylli i Fëmijëve or, the Forest 

of Children, as well as to honor some of the camp’s most prominent survivors with awards. On 

the other hand, the scientific symposium focused more on providing, or exhibiting, materials 

related to the historical functioning of the site based on archival documents. And finally, the 

festival-like atmosphere of the evening gave participants the space and time to freely interact 

with the site.  

 

Throughout the activity, I noticed a distinct shift in participation. When I boarded the mini-bus 

from Tirana that morning at 7 AM to go to Tepelena (a 3 ½ to 4-hour ride), I was completely 

surrounded by former persecuted persons associated with the Institute for the Integration of 

Persecuted Persons. After we arrived to the auditorium of the Tepelena Palace of Culture for the 

scientific symposium, I noticed that I was again almost completely surrounded by older 

Albanians – some of which had arrived that day from Shkodra (in northern Albania) in addition 

to Tirana. Very few young adults were present, with the exception of media, organizers, and a 

couple of other researchers like myself. It wasn’t until we arrived on-site at the former 

internment camp of Tepelena for the later activities – the ceremony of honor for survivors and 

festival of activities – that I began to notice families sitting on blankets in the grass and young 

adults milling about. By the time, I left (around 10 PM), I had witnessed almost a complete shift 

in participation, from former persecuted persons to young adults and families.  
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Young adults and families, largely from Tepelena, took part in the art and music features of the 

event, which were the only features of the day-long event that focused on presenting the 

historical memory of the site in a tangible way. During the art portion, participants had the option 

to read light projections of quotes from interviews conducted with Albanians who had lived 

through the socialist period from the project Edhe Muret Kanë Veshë (Even the Walls Have 

Ears). They could also watch narratives read by well-known personalities and based on oral 

history testimony sponsored by Memo or donate money in order to label one of the memorial 

trees with the name of a loved one or a child that had been lost to the violence of the former 

regime. Finally, participants could stand on a wooden recreation of a bunkbed, while listening to 

the sounds of dogs barking and lighting and viewing the artistic rendering of a Tepelena dorm 

projected on the nearby wall.  

 

Through the manipulation and use of the space of the former internment camp, the Authority and 

other sponsored partners relied on the affective powers of the space and the memorial to convey 

a historical and memorial importance to the site. Through the tree memorial, participants could 

begin to visualize the number of missing children from that site and even start to read some of 

their names, as they were added to the tree. With the recreation of a dorm in a nearby building, 

participants could imagine how many families might have lived in one and what it might have 

felt like to stand in one on a clear August night. These sets of activities in the evening, which 

were well attended by young people, are in stark contrast to those from the morning.  

 

On the other hand, the two-day workshop on how to conduct archival work and report on the 

former state security files targeted young adults solely, took place only at locations in Tirana, 

and involved different methodological strategies to discuss the socialist period. Many of the 

young participants chose to participate out of a double-interest, to learn more about the socialist 

period from its documentation as well as how to conduct and publish archival research. A 

number of participants that I spoke with, in fact, had previously taken part in other historical 

memory projects that very year. One girl had spent the last few months helping her professor 

conduct archival work with former state security documents – the result of a partnership between 

the Authority and the Institution of History. And others, I recalled from previous historical 

memory events, some of which had even been hosted by this same NGO. 

 

While this activity was based in Albania and focused on conducting research in Albanian 

archives (specifically on the topic of the socialist period), it also featured a link to the Stasi 

Records Agency and how the state security archives had been dealt with in the former GDR. 

This presented an interesting but different point of comparison to Albania’s own process of 
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opening the former state security files. While the Stasi files were made available to the public in 

the early 1990s and strongly dependent upon the will of the public who protected them from 

destruction, the Albanian Sigurimi files were only recently opened in 2015 to the Albanian 

public. As a result, speakers at the workshop were encouraging youth to become more involved 

with the files by submitting research requests to the authority – to learn more about the socialist 

period from the perspective of the former socialist administration. In fact, we ended the two-day 

workshop by putting together short research requests for the Authority.  

 

From the Perspective of Young Adults 

As emphasized above, many of the organizers of the historical memory projects emphasized the 

need to construct a well-researched history that openly engaged with certain elements of the 

socialist period. In particular, almost all of the projects that I observed touched on the topics of 

persecution and victimization – which many organizers agreed had not been addressed in the 

immediate aftermath of the state’s postsocialist transformation and many felt young people 

needed to understand. In large part, young people drove the topics for historical memory projects 

in two ways: first, as their key recipients and second, those perceived responsible for developing 

a deeper, more accurate knowledge of the socialist period which could help the country face its 

past head-on and/or inspire solutions for the present. 

 

While some of the youth that I spoke with following these historical memory workshops did feel 

a sense of responsibility towards studying the recent past and/or working towards a transitional 

justice framework in the present, almost all were more preoccupied with their immediate futures. 

Even youth with very defined short- and long-term goals and/or those who aspired to continue 

living in Albania acknowledged the need to leave the country for a substantial period of time – 

either to work abroad or carryout out their graduate study. At the same time workshops, for those 

either studying or unemployed, provided at least a short-term opportunity to network, skill-build, 

and engage often-times in a field of interest – for example, architecture, social services, or social 

sciences.  

 

One architecture student that I met aspired to live a life practicing architecture and pursing his 

own self-designed studies examining bigger questions concerning the philosophy of architecture 

and development of society.4 His desire came more from a sense of curiosity to understand than 

a responsibility to face the past. On our walking tour, we met in the center of Tirana at 

                                                           
4 This material is from a go-along interview - Marko (pseudonym). Interview by author. Go-along interview. August 

31, 2018. 
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Skanderbeg Square and slowly moved down the main boulevard to the Polytechnic University 

(See Image 4). We spoke about the non-existent Old bazaar – where life had originated in the 

city – and some of the remaining prominent buildings like the National History Museum, the 

Pyramid, and Polytechnic University. He pulled a lot of this material from his lectures, previous 

papers that he had written, and architects that he had interviewed. A part of his life was devoted 

to his studies – to engagement with urban design – and as such he developed his own historical 

memory of the material and immaterial landscape of the city.  

 

 
Image 4: This image depicts the path I took on one of my  

walking Interviews. This path was chosen by my interviewee and  

was recorded with the “Map my Walks” application for Android. 

 

Policy Implications and Recommendations: 

While it is challenging to offer policy recommendations following three and a half months of 

research, I would like to offer an additional insight to a policy implication that I offered in my 

American Councils report in the summer of 2017 after the first four months of this dissertation 

project. Through this exercise, I hope to present a more nuanced perspective for policymakers to 

consider, especially when they are working with material legacies of the past.   

Policy Recommendation #1: Organizations – governmental and non-government – could inspire 

dialogue between multiple generations about difficult histories through activities that require youth 

engagement with difficult landscapes like prison cells.  

 

In this recommendation, I touched on the affective power of landscapes to engage young adults 

in discussion about pasts that are unacknowledged as pasts but, yet, continue to inform, 

influence, and rupture the present (a phenomenon that Christina Sharp’s calls the ‘wake’ – 

Sharpe 2016). In part, I would like to clarify that while sites like the Site of Witness and Memory 
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that I referred to in this particular policy implication or others like Spaç Labor Camp or the 

Tepelena Internment Camp can and do communicate some aspects of their histories on their 

own, these sites are also becoming entangled in others. Taking as an example the Pyramid in 

Tirana, despite the buildings original use as a museum to the former dictator, many young adults 

have quite different memories of this building from their childhood – like attending high school 

science fairs or smoking pot in the forested area near the back-side. Likewise, at Spaç, a Turkish 

mining company has transformed the site into a working mine – taking over the former mining 

area of the cultural monument and occupying its roads daily. 

And while sites have more than one history, set of memories, and/or uses, it also needs to be 

acknowledged that these memories and uses have different bearings on the physical nature of 

these places. For example, when the Spaç Labor Camp was closed in the 1990s, some viewed the 

site as an economic resource and began to salvage it for metal scraps. It was only through the 

physical intervention of a local man from nearby, whose father had been a guard at the former 

prison, that many elements of the site’s remaining buildings continue to persist.  

So, while such landscapes have the potential to make difficult and traumatic histories more real, 

programmatic interventions like the one that I suggested need to be mindful of alternative 

perceptions and uses of landscapes as well as how those perceptions and uses play into the site’s 

contemporary care.  

Co-Curricular Activity: 

During the last three months of my dissertation fieldwork, I participated in four co-curricular 

activities with Albanian scholars. First, I helped to co-found an interdisciplinary network for 

young scholars with an interest in Albanian studies called the Laboratory for Albanian Culture 

and Art (LACA). For our inaugural activity, we held a symposium at Zeta Art Gallery on dead-

body politics in Albania. We invited speakers from different fields (anthropology and art history 

to activist art) to speak for 10-20 minutes each, followed by discussion with the audience. Our 

event covered a variety of topics from the depiction of women in socialist art to the layered and 

forgotten landscapes of urban Tirana.  

Second, I co-organized a double-session panel with Arba Bekteshi, a visual anthropologist, at the 

biennial meeting of the European Association for Social Anthropologists in Stockholm, Sweden, 

from August 14-17. Our panel focused on the visual and performative aspects of mourning and 

commemoration practices within shifting, or transitory, environments. In addition to chairing the 

second session, I presented a paper comparing two cases presenting the memorialization of 

young adults in Albania. 
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Third, I collaborated with Arba Bekteshi to produce and implement an activist art project 

concerned with contemporary privatization issues in the historic center of Tirana. This particular 

issue came to the fore when the government repeatedly attempted to pass special legislation that 

would grant concessions to a private company to rebuild the National Theatre on a smaller 

footprint and develop the remainder of the area into towers. Daily since spring, protestors have 

gathered outside the theatre. Our intervention took the shape of death notifications (or obituary 

announcements) that featured the theatre, among other buildings which had been removed or 

altered in a similar manner, and asked citizens of Tirana to act before the moment of loss.  

Finally, I worked with Jonila Godole from the Institute for Democracy, Media, and Culture and 

Edlira Agolli to continue putting together a manual on oral histories for high school teachers and 

young Albanian scholars. Our manual addresses the importance of oral history as both a 

methodology and a point of knowledge and provides techniques on how to conduct, analyze, and 

integrate oral history interviews into high school classroom and/or research projects. Currently, 

we are formatting the manual for review and plan to organize a small workshop with teachers in 

Tirana, Albania, to get additional feedback. Jonila and Edlira will oversee this activity, while I 

continue editorial work from afar.  

Conclusions: 

While it is also challenging to offer conclusions prior to analyzing my collected data, I do offer 

some thoughts below on the importance of using an anthropological lens to address questions of 

state and future-making processes on the periphery of Europe.  

 

First, it enables the examination of enmeshments between perceived temporality and nation-

building on the periphery of Europe through the medium of historical memory projects and from 

multiple scales. Through an anthropological lens, my research takes into account a constellation 

of actors (young adults as well as extra-state, state, and local institutional staff), places (like Spaç 

and Tirana), and objects (buildings such as the Pyramid) – all of which are involved in 

negotiations on how to simultaneously face the past, challenge the present, and build a future. 

Second, while my project is theoretically framed through discussions of memory and nation-

building both within and outside of anthropology, it also prioritizes the importance of empirical 

data, drawing from local perceptions of place and historical memory as an important data source. 

In turn, this empirical study can influence top-down policy and contribute to theoretical 

discussions in the social sciences.  

 

I would like to end on the following note: while many of these projects are framed ethically in 

terms of what and whom should be remembered, why that is important, and what Albania can 
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become, they take place on a much smaller, more intimate scale and are subject to individuals’ 

imagination – in this case, the imagination of Albanian youth.  

 

Plans for Future Research Agenda/ Presentations and Publications: 

Between now and April 2020, I plan to organize, write, and defend my dissertation thesis in 

anthropology at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. My dissertation will address my 

research question from three different angles. First, it will examine how institutional actors, from 

local NGOs to state employees constructed projects related to the historical memory of the 

socialist period. This will include an exploration of the different methodological and conceptual 

frameworks employed and how those frameworks were informed by variables like extra-state 

support, expert aid from neighboring countries, and personal backgrounds. Second, it will 

explore how different groups – from institutional actors to youth – defined and interacted with 

the material legacies of the socialist period, a key component of the past. Finally, it will look at 

how participating youth perceived these projects as well as the socialist period, in general, and 

that period’s influence on contemporary Albania and their futures.  

 

In addition to writing my dissertation, I plan to co-organize a panel and present a paper on an 

aspect of my work at the 2019 annual American Anthropological Association conference in 

Vancouver, Canada – one of the largest conferences in my field. I would like the panel to 

examine the linkage between materiality and futurity in “post” contexts (e.g. post-socialist, post-

colonial, post-conflict, etc.).  

 

Finally, I plan to write and submit a number of publications, ranging from photo essays to full 

articles in the next two years. Some of these essays will be written in collaboration with young 

scholars that I met in Albania. And others will be based on papers that I presented over the last 

year in a half at the following conferences: the 2017 “Apathy and Nostalgia” conference 

organized by the Institute for Democracy, Media, and Culture in Tirana, Albania; the 2018 

“Nonuments” conference organized by the Museum of Transitory Arts in Ljubljana, Slovenia; 

and the 2018 European Association for Social Anthropologists biennial conference in 

Stockholm, Sweden.  
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